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OUR CLIENTS...


DCW Holdings







WE HAVE BEEN RECOGNISED AS LEADERS IN OUR FIELD.


A HANDFUL OF OUR AWARDS:







Overview


Indaver are a waste management company who operate across Europe.


Indaver offer high-quality, safe, and sustainable service provisions tailored 
to their customers’ needs using Indaver’s expertise in technology, the mar-
ket, and legislation. They are able to manage the entire waste management 
chain, from on-site recycling service provision to final treatment. 


We have been heavily involved in the proposed construction of a new ener-
gy from waste plant, along with gaining positive press. 


Our task 


The company approached us as they were looking to build a new plant, 
which was being bitterly opposed. As much as we were to be involved in 
the general company exposure, this has very much been a reputation man-
agement task too. 


This has been a high-level campaign, as Secretary of State Priti Patel very 
publicly opposed the construction and build. 


There has been an emphasis on the VerriBerri team to put forward the pos-
itives of Indaver’s endeavours, working together with the Indaver team to 
gain the approval of the Environmental Agency in order to favour the build, 
which we have been successful in. 


We have faced many obstacles in this journey, including opposition from 


local councils and protest groups; all of which we have succeeded in 
successfully managing and protecting Invaders reputation in the pro-
cess. We did this not just online but by hosting and overseeing confer-
ences and panels, alongside the Indaver team. 


Once planning permission was approved, there were further complica-
tions arising from the stack height increasing from 35m to 58m. 


We are now in a very good position with this campaign, with the press 
being positive, and running articles with headlines about Indaver such 
as ‘incinerator is essential to meet targets’, ‘Unlocking the potential 
of our waste’, ‘Why an incinerator developer sought stricter emission 
limits’, and ‘Incinerator plans backed by Environment Agency’


Outcome


We have been working with Indaver for two years and they have 
confirmed they will continue to work with us throughout 2021. In this 
period, we have not only secured media articles, but managed various 
crisis’s, ensuring that the company’s reputation was protected. They 
have featured in numerous publications including, but not limited to: 


• BBC
• Mirror
• Open Access Government 
• Ethical Corp
• Bloomberg
• The Guardian
• Recycling and Waste World 
• Ends Report
• Scottish Construction Now
• The Construction Index
• Gov.UK
• Irish News


Public Relations


INDAVER.







Overview 


The Borehole Solutions Group are a leading provider of geotechni-
cal drilling solutions across the UK. They have two decades worth of 
experience in the industry. They work on projects of all sizes, whether 
clients are looking at a city basement or large stadium projects. 


Our task 


In working with VerriBerri, the Borehole Solutions team wanted to raise 
their awareness in the industry, through the means of PR, a new web-
site launch and social media support. 


They came to us with the bare bones of a website structure and asked 
us to provide full content support package. We also optimised all 
imagery for the site, choosing relevant photos to support the content 
structure. Once the website was live, we also implemented a blog 
page which was updated weekly, alongside backend SEO being car-
ried out each week to improve SEO and visibility on search engines. 


For PR, our main focus was to raise awareness in trade publications, 
showcasing the team as experts in their field, credible and innovative, 
as the Borehole Solutions Group, prioritise reinvesting into new ma-
chinery and innovative technology. 


Our PR team, have gone on to secure coverage in a multitude of 


publications. These have all proceeded to support the website SEO 
with credible backlinks to the Borehole site. These have also been 
utilised by creating an In The Press page for the website. 


Articles secured by VerriBerri were written in-house when this was 
not overseen directly by the journalist. Essentially, we identified 
and explored any media opportunities which we felt would benefit 
the Borehole Solutions Group, enhancing its credibility and brand 
awareness.


Outcome


We have been working with Borehole Solutions for eight months 
now and they have confirmed they will continue to work with us 
throughout 2021. In this eight month period we have secured 33 
media article in publications including, but not limited to: 


• Design & Build, 
• Industry Networker Magazine, 
• Construction Manager Magazine, 
• Architect Projects, 
• Construction UK, 
• New Civil Engineer, 
• HIP Magazine, 
• Engineer Live, 
• ITV.


Public Relations


BOREHOLE.







Overview 


Aliwood Roof Lanterns, are a sister company to the well-known Westbury Garden Rooms, based in Essex. 
Their aim with Aliwood, was to use their wealth of experience to manufacture a product that would enable 
consumers to experience the look and feel of a garden room, at a more affordable cost without compromising 
on quality. 


Our Task


VerriBerri were brought on board to provide PR for the Aliwood team. Treating this new venture as a start-
up with a fresh new website and brand, it was important for us to raise brand awareness, using their current 
credibility to increase the visibility of the new products they were working on. We wanted to send traffic to the 
new website as customers have the ability to purchase a roof lantern online with ease. We were also tasked 
with improving the new website’s SEO, via backlinks from reputable publications and PR articles. 


Outcome


We have been working with Aliwood for almost a year and they have confirmed they will continue to work with 
us throughout 2021. In this period, they have featured in numerous publications including, but not limited to: 


• Real Homes
• Ideal Home
• Home UK
• Refurb Renovation News
• Design by Build
• Build IT
• Building Services and Environmental Engineering Magazine (BSEE)
• Country & Town House
• Your Home
• Mail Online 
• The Sun


Public Relations


ALIWOOD ROOF LANTERNS.







Overview 


The DCW Group is a professional residential and commercial develop-
ment consultancy which assists, guides, and supports its clients through 
development projects. Dean Ward, the Managing Director, is an industry 
expert with over 17 years of experience in the construction and property 
sector. 


Our task 


In working with VerriBerri, Dean hoped to amplify his own standing within 
the industry and the presence of the DCW Group. To achieve this, we 
secured press opportunities with both national and trade publications 
to increase company exposure to his target audiences and increase his 
company reputation. 


During their first three months, the DCW Group also launched a brand-
new digital platform named ‘DCW Insights’. Dean had experienced the 
unnecessary delays that often accompany due diligence processes within 
the world of construction. He launched DCW Insights so as to eliminate 
these issues. DCW Insights is an innovative programme of due diligence 
and wider information services; housing insights that construction profes-
sionals may need under one digital roof. As a result, this platform promis-
es to boost productivity and project timescales. 


Whilst securing ongoing coverage for DCW Group, we sought and final-
ised media opportunities surrounding the launch of DCW Insights, bring-
ing this to the attention of Dean’s target audience.


Finally, we assisted the DCW Group in maximising its 
partnership with Built Environment Networking. More spe-
cifically, we negotiated several article opportunities with 
the platform; this allowed Dean to expand upon the topics 
discussed in several webinars which were hosted by Built 
Environment Networking as part of their collaboration. 


Articles secured by VerriBerri were written in-house when 
this was not overseen directly by the journalist. Essentially, 
we identified and explored any media opportunities which 
we felt would benefit the DCW Group, enhancing its credi-
bility and brand awareness.


Outcome


In the first three months we achieved exposure in 22 media 
outlets; including, but not limited to: 


• Built Environment Network, 
• BBC, 
• Highways Today, 
• Design and Build, 
• Professional Builder, 
• Property Secrets, 
• PBC Today, 
• Roofing Today, 
• CIN Magazine.


Public Relations


DCW GROUP.







Overview 


Munday + Cramer are architectural and surveying specialists that work 
closely with educational facilities to support their funding and facility require-
ments.  The company secured over £20 million in funding this year to im-
prove the conditions of learning facilities. 


Munday + Cramer offers a comprehensive range of multi-disciplinary solu-
tions to meet all needs. Their services range from conceptual architectural 
design, procuremen,t and project management through to day-to-day facili-
ties, property management, and beyond.


 
Our task 


We were asked to work with the company to raise brand awareness within 
their industry and locally. To achieve this, we secured press opportunities for 
Munday + Cramer in national, local, and trade publications to increase com-
pany exposure to their target audiences and increase brand recognition. 


The VerriBerri team are very proactive and have organised a number of cam-
paigns for our clients to secure wider coverage. This is vital when there is not 
as much topical and current information, so we create our own news. 


As the brand are committed to education within the construction industry, 
we launched a student initiative during Apprenticeship Week 2020. This was 
supported by a government representative and covered by the Royal Insti-
tute of Chartered Surveyors. Further to this, within the campaign we secured 
publicity for Munday + Cramer on the .gov website. Not only does this show 
they are a respected brand but from an SEO perspective offers immense 


value. 


Further to this, alongside Munday + Cramer we established an exciting rela-
tionship with a representative from the comms team of RICS, which resulted 
in coverage on the RICS website; and alongside them and the government in 
national publications. 


Furthermore, we have created various other campaigns to achieve more excit-
ing campaigns including campaigns around:


• Facilities management checklists and the importance this has to a variety 
of businesses. 


• The complexity of designing healthcare spaces. 
• Due to the current climate we also ran a campaign around COVID proofing 


withing the construction industry, healthcare, and education. 


Outcome


We have been working with Munday + Cramer for 10 months, this remains a 
very positive relationship and they have indicated at the end of the year, they 
wish to continue working with us in 2021 too. 


Their exposure has been in numerous publications including, but not limited 
to:


• The aforementioned .gov website 
• RICS
• Open Access Government
• Building Talk
• FE News
• Facilities Management Magazine
• Facilitate Magazine
• Business Advice
• AT Journal
• Design and Build Review
• Offsite Magazine
• Construction and Civil Engineering
• The Guardian


Public Relations


MUNDAY + CRAMER.







Overview 


Landsite LTD are a platform that specialise in the construction and property trade, connecting 
professionals and offering everything from recruitment to networking. It is almost like a LinkedIn 
for this specific industry. 


When using The Landsite, companies and individuals can connect with thousands of others on 
dedicated forums. You can also quickly find people with proven skills within specific niches. 
 
Our task 


We were brought onboard for an eight-week period to secure industry specific coverage. The 
target audience was specific, and we had set goals and targets. 


We were asked to pitch to the press, source the lead, write the article, and liaise with the media 
outlet to take the lead to fruition. 


The target was to raise visibility of the platform within this short period and the campaign was 
so successful that we are due to work with The Landsite on a longer-term project in January 
2021. 


Outcome


Within the eight-week period we had coverage in, but not exclusive to, 


• Construction Industry News, 
• PCB Today, 
• Property & Investment Today, 
• Planning BIM & Construction Today, 
• The Negotiator.


Public Relations


LANDSITE LTD.







Overview


Granville Developments are leading property developers of quality de-
signed new homes, houses and apartments in Essex and have been 
operational for over 40 years. They combine traditional building skills 
with the very latest technology to produce thoughtful new homes that 
boast the best specifications and standards possible. 


Our task


Granville approached VerriBerri to manage their public relations within 
the local area. Given there were many well-known property develop-
ers in and around Essex, they felt their boutique approach was a cut 
above the competition but needed the press opportunities available 
to them to be able to promote that. As is the case with many busi-
nesses, there was often a lot going on inhouse and achievements 
being accomplished but never the time to promote them effectively. 
The company wanted a consistent press strategy for continual ex-
posure. Additionally, they wanted to be recognised in the industry by 
way of awards


The Outcome


Granville have continued to work with VerriBerri over the course of 
18 months, initially, on local and trade press angles to build their 
reputation. However, as the company made more connections and 
its profile was raised, VerriBerri have been able to help market wider 
campaigns. These include collaborations with capital investment ex-
perts to provide advice on managing property portfolios and assisting 


Granville in getting industry recognition in the form of awards.


VerriBerri were able to utilise our wealth of press connections and 
local relationships to source and secure over 40 pieces of press ex-
posure in trade and consumer press in just 6 months. We have suc-
cessfully created a branded landing page to promote their ongoing 
collaborations with other companies and drive traffic to their site and 
most recently, this year, our carefully curated award application that 
was compiled by the VerriBerri team enabled them to secure Best 
Residential Development in Essex at The UK Property Awards. They 
were also nominated for Best Residential Development in the UK as a 
result.


Outcome


We have been working with Granville Developments for a 18 months 
now and they have confirmed they will continue to work with us 
throughout 2021. In this period, we have not only secured media 
articles, but managed a crisis, ensuring that the companies reputation 
was protected. We also unilaterally put them forward for the afore-
mentioned awards. They have featured in publications including, but 
not limited to: 


• ITV, 
• Sunday Times, 
• BUILD, 
• Property Secrets, 
• Refurb Renovation News, 
• Showhome, 
• Real Homes magazine, 
• Your Home magazine, 
• Property week, 
• Property Investor Today, 
• Developer and House Builder.


Public Relations


GRANVILLE DEVELOPMENTS.







The client came to us with a brief that focused on brand awareness. They are a large property construction 
and maintenance company that work with a number of national corporations. They wanted to remain under 
an NDA but are happy to give references upon request.


The VerriBerri PR team were on-board for a six week project and were expected to raise a vast amount of 
interest in the Essex community and as a result start to stimulate attention nationally.


We began by creating a comprehensive strategy with the director, which permitted us to consider every via-
ble angle and from here create a number of press releases. We attracted attention from the media in Essex 
very quickly and managed to negotiate two full-page articles in that would work as a series in one newspa-
per, which reached a readership of over 26,000 alone.


When the reporter and photographer arrived we ensured we were present in order to manage the interview 
and guarantee that the pictures to compliment the article showed the company branding at every oppor-
tunity. We expanded on this publicity by contacting the Essex /outer London media and secured a page 
two article in a largely circulated newspaper, which is distributed to 130,000 readers. We then spoke to the 
BBC and obtained an interview where the director was able to discuss the company and a project they were 
working on that was particularly interesting,  showing how technologically advanced they were. 


The company was exposed to a readership of over 166,000 and of in addition those that listen to BBC radio.


The cost of all articles, if they have been paid for, excluding the radio, would have ran to over £10,515, with 
VerriBerri running the campaign the only cost was our fees, a saving of nearly 50%.


VerriBerri carried out the project for £5,700, which shows a clear return on investment as not only was the 
advertising worth over 10k but a project was brought in off the back of this, as the average client for this 
client is worth around 0.5 million, proving this was clearly an 
effective campaign.


Public Relations


UNDER NDA.







We worked with the Strutt & Parker to develop the marketing materials for an initi-
ative that had been in the pipeline for some time, but the company were unable to 
roll-out and market the scheme effectively without the right, branded resources.


The VerriBerri team took the time over an 8-week period to:


Meet with key stakeholders at the business, immerse ourselves 
  in the project and fully understand the concept.


• Create a number of logos for the initiative and design ideas for 
  branded information packs.


• Work alongside our point of contact at the business to create the 
  content for the information pack. This involved arranging calls  
  with the appropriate team members at their company to obtain 
  key facts and information about certain areas of the business.


• Our content creators then optimised the content to make it 
  creative and easily digestible.


• Our design team also created some roller banners to accompany 
  the information packs that would be used at the client’s event to 
  launch the initiative.


Printing of the finished product was arranged by our team and the brochures were 
well-received by a crowd of nearly 150 clients and contacts at their event.


Marketing Materials


STRUTT & PARKER.


RURAL PLANNING
TOOLKIT


logo goes here


“Inspiring diversification”


STAGE 5


BUILD
MANAGEMENT


RURAL
PLANNING
TOOLKIT


INSTRUCTING 
CONTRACTORS & 
OVERSEEING DELIVERY.


What’s involved?


We take your design to tender and work with you to 
instruct experienced contractors. We oversee the 
timely delivery of your project from start to finish as 
your project manager.


We consider and effectively manage:


· Tender management and advice on contract
· Getting electricity to the site
· Local drainage
· Access to the site
· Highway improvements
· All new services to the site
· The project build
· Contruction advice and build contractors
· Project completion and sign-off


“Our project 
management 


team are with you 
every step of the 
way to ensure a 
consistent level


of service.”







We were approached by Markwell Peck, a company that wanted SEO for commer-
cial decorating.


The client wanted to increase the company visibility after a new website had been 
built.


After consulting with the company it was apparent that they were keen to have cer-
tain services, namely sandblasting, as a priority. As the company stood when we 
started working together they had just one keyphrase ranking on Google.


We began by creating an SEO strategy which would have the best ROI for the cli-
ent. The target was to have twenty high ranking organic keyphrases by the end of 
the year. Each client is a high basket value to this company so just one converted 
enquiry would provide them with a return on what they had invested in the SEO.
We decided to execute an on and off page SEO strategy which also utilised the PR 
team in order to garner quality backlinks through the media.


By the end of the twelve month period VerriBerri had exceeded it’s target of 20 
specific terms ranking, instead we had 38. We had nearly doubled what we prom-
ised to the client and in addition offered brand exposure (as well as the SEO ben-
efit) by way of our PR efforts. All the publications our PR team chose had a direct 
link to businesses who would use the clients services, ensuring over and above a 
return on what they had invested.


SEO


MARKWELL PECK.







Borehole Solutions came to us looking for social media support in February 2020. They want-
ed to raise awareness of the wide range of drilling services they provide – particularly their 
innovative sonic drilling rigs. They had existing Instagram and Facebook channels which were 
asked to manage and create content for. We also set-up a new LinkedIn page for them. Our 
main goal was to grow the channels by reaching new audiences and raise awareness of their 
services.


We worked closely with the team at Borehole Solutions to create informative yet engaging 
content for social media. This was important as Borehole Solutions already had an existing 
audience there so we wanted to capture their attention.


Our Results


In February, they had…


3,721 followers on Instagram
363 likes on Facebook
0 followers on LinkedIn


Within a 3 months they had a total of…


5,568 followers on Instagram
810 likes on Facebook.
757 followers on LinkedIn


Overall, that’s an average increase of 50% across all social media platforms within a three 
month period. We are extremely proud of the growth we have achieved for Borehole Solutions 
so far and we look forward to continuing our social media strategy for them.


Social Media


BOREHOLE.







TESTIMONIALS.


“First class service, exactly what we have been searching for. A 


very well-structured approach to progressive as well as focussed 


marketing. Sarah and Zoe have a great approach that puts them 


in tune with our business development intentions.” 


Lee Hatwell - Munday + Cramer  


“Started our PR with Verri Berri over 2 months ago and delight-


ed with the attentive and professional service. Quality of article 


writing is excellent and they grasped our whole business concept 


quickly.”


Ramsey Assal – The Landsite 


 


“Fabulous company who have worked with us for some time and 


have delivered real results. Highly recommended and very pro-


fessional.”


Matthew Firth – Granville Developments  


 


“Great marketing company to work with, very pleased with the 


results, easy to speak with, professional and efficient. I am still 


working with the team now and will be moving into the future!”  


Lance Wilson – Tangable Contractors  







Thank you.
For more information on our case studies, please contact 


Sarah at sarah@verriberri.co.uk
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